
DIVINING FOR GOLD 

OLD SADDLE HILL MINES FRESH REEFS DISCOVERED DREAM OF A NEW 
BROKEN HILL Sixty-three years ago a company was operating on gold-bearing 
reefs in the Saddle Hill area just south of Fairfield, and, according to old reports in 
the possession of the Dunedin School of Mines, a fair amount of gold was won 
before the mines were closed with unexplained suddenness. It is revealed in this re-' 
port, drited 1876. that one of the five reefs in the area yielded Bdwt of gold to the ton 
and that, up to the year the report was issued, 3000 tons of .quartz from this reel, 
had been crushed for a gross return of 12500 zof gold valued then at £4600, which 
at to-day’s price is equivalent to approximately £9OOO Four other reefs containing, 
the report says, gold-bearing quartz were discovered, and then suddenly in 1876 
work was abandoned for some reason of which there is no record to-day , Thus, for 
well over 60 years, the old battery and shafts have remained untouched and 
practically forgotten, and the Saddle Hill Mines up to a few weeks ago appeared to 
have passed into history Exploring With the Rod 4 Then three months ago, a son of 
a Gabriel Gully miner, Mr George Livingston, became interested in the reefs of the 
area, and, armed with his diving rod of supple whalebone, he set about discovering 
what “ dowsing ” would reveal of the riches that lay underground. Mr Livingston 
conducted an Otago Daily Times reporter over the area yesterday and demonstrated 
to him what the “ magic rod ” could reveal to an expert in divining. Whether the rod 
tells a true tale of underground wealth remains to be seen, but Mr Livingston is 
sincere in his belief that it does and that Saddle Hill offers great opportunity for the 
development of a rich mining area. 

When Mr Livingston commenced inspecting the Saddle Hill area for the gold-bearing 
reefs that the old records stated had at one stage been worked successfully, he soon 
discovered with the rod over 20 reefs, several. of which are north and south reefs, 
which are considered richer than east and west ones, such as were worked in the 
seventies, He worked on two areas—one on Mr Laverty’s property on the southern 
elopes of Saddle Hill, and the other on Mr McKenzie’s land on the northern slopes. In 
the former area, he discovered 14 reefs, and into qne oI these he and his colleague, 
Mr George Whittlestone, drove a tunnel. The rod show d that these reefs contained 
gold, scheelite, and galena (which carries silver), and, fron their knowledge of 
mineralology, the prospectors state .hat the found in the experimental shaft 
contained these minerals. 

On the other concession, Mr Livingston claims that he has discovered several reefs 
containing gold, scheelite, cinnabar (from which mercury could be obtained), and 
antimony. He knew nothing of the old tunnel on this hillside, he told the reporter, and 
set about in the ordinary way seeking reefs with the rod. He found one soon after he 
had entered the property, and, on tracing it downhill, discovered the old 70ft tunnel 
that had been made so laboriously in the seventies. The prospectors, Mr Livingston 
said, struck the reef, too high, and they turned awa? from it in their tunnel. He 
contends, that a tunnel should be drilled'six feet below the top of the reef,' and this) 
he said, ..might have, been one reason why the tunnel was abandoned. By digging 
five feet into the f oor of the tunnel, he and his colleague had found richer quartz and 
had also discovered a north.and south .reef crossing the head-on reef. Several other 
ones running in this direction were also and a. number were opened up and 
inspected. Value Of The Reefs , “Taking the old returns of 1875 as a basis; for 



Comparison, and estimating the great loss the early company suffered through 
having no equipment to deal with the large quantity of pyrite, these reefs,” Mr 
Livingston said, ‘ should run - from 12dwt to 20dwt of gold per ton. One day recently, 
we ished three dishfuls of dirt near a reef wall after a ‘ sh-t,’ and the return from the 
three dishes was about one-third of a tobacco tin. of -yrite carrying a gold content .of 
1 to 3£. When we read in ah old report that from 10 to 15 tons a month of pyrite was 
saved from the , battery, and that with their primitive methods, they found that from' 
10 to 30oz of gold could be extracted from one ton of pyrite, we feel that our, figures 
are not an over-estimate' of gold yield with up-to-date -appliances ‘ for the two 
areas.” 

Mr Livingston mentioned that the reefs /ere also rich in scheelite which could be very 
easily worked, and which would yield a handsome return at the present high price of 
£260 per ton. He mentioned the ease with ’hich the whole area could be worked, the 
great advance in mining methods and science,since 1875, and the higher prices 
obtainable for the minerals the reefs contained. But is the area as valuable as Mr 
Livingston and his divining rod say? This was the question that exercised the 
reporter’s mind, and this is what has to be proved At the nresent time endeavours ire 
being made to form a syndicate to test out Mr Livingston’s discoveries, and, until this 
is done. Mr Livingston’s dream of a “ Broken Hill for Dunedin remains but a dream, 
interesting and all as his theories and the divining art are. 
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